
Weekly Races (3-5 hours) 

Stipend depending on length of race 

3 Lead cyclists 

- Manage cyclist volunteers 

- Help clear the course and alert park pedestrians to the race 

- Call in course issues to RCC (medical emergencies, course issues, etc.) 

- Escort lead runners; radio call-outs at mile locations 

- Join the sweep package after lead runners have finished, helping with tracking runners at the 

tail of the race 

15 Support Cyclists 

- Ride in advance of the race alerting park pedestrians of the race and lead vehicle approaching 

- Act as additional eyes and ears on the course for runners in need of assistance 

 

United Airlines NYC Half 

8 Bike Spotters (5 Hours) 

Day Rate 

- Work with broadcast, scoring and AWD teams to keep track of athletes and participants for 

accurate position and split times and to assist in coordinating in-race interviews. 8 Course Team 

Cyclists (11 Hours) 

Hourly Rate 

- Course supervision: to include equipment set up/movement, overseeing vendors dropping 

equipment along the course, management of course delineation, working with NYPD to secure 

road closures, signage setup, clock setting and calling in issues (runners in need of assistance, 

late/missing equipment)  

2 Sweep Cyclists (6 Hours) 

Hourly Rate 

- Assist transportation team following last runners 

- Act as NYRR representative to inform the runners at the tail of the race of the timeline, sweep 

bus protocol, and their options for finishing the race.  

- Customer service/information source for runners on the course 

 

Airbnb Brooklyn Half 

8 Course Team Cyclists (12 Hours) 

Hourly Rate 

- Course supervision including vendors, signage, NYPD, medical issues, and clock setting 

3 Lead Cyclists (3 Hours) 

Hourly Rate 

- Lead runners along course while communicating location updates throughout the race 

2 Sweep Cyclists (6 Hours) 

Hourly Rate 

- Communicate with runners that need to load sweep bus 

 

TCS New York City Marathon  

Day Rate 



20 Bike Spotters (8 Hours) 

- Work with broadcast, scoring and AWD teams to keep track of athletes and participants for 

accurate position and split times and to assist in coordinating in-race interviews. 8 Course Team 

Cyclists (11 Hours) 

6 Course Team Cyclists (10 hours) 

Hourly Rate 

- Course supervision including vendors, signage, NYPD, medical issues, and clock setting 

3 Sweep Cyclists (14 hours) 

Hourly Rate 

- Assist transportation team following last runners 

- Lead sweep bus to pick up runners as needed 


